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Abstract

It is known that the temperature of the photovoltaic cell has a remarkable

effect on its efficiency. This study measures this effect and tries to prove that

cooling of PV systems could be feasible.

Increasing the cell temperature causes some modifications in the

characteristics of the semiconductor material (usually silicon) used to

manufacture the PV cell, this leads to the decrement in the open circuit

voltage of the cell, so decrement in its efficiency.

Based on measurements taken from an installed PV system in Palestine, it is

found that the cell temperature could reach 70℃, under normal operating

conditions, which is about 3 times higher than the STC operating temperature

of the PV cells. This high operating temperature causes about 5% losses in

efficiency of a PV system installed in the same area.

A PV module is placed under Palestine climate conditions, by simulation, to

simulate the performance during a year at different operating cell

temperatures. Cooling the PV module and maintaining its temperature under

30 ℃ will save about 5 volts decrement in the open circuit voltage, and about

5% loses in the total yearly efficiency, which could be lost when operating
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the PV module without cooling under normal operating conditions in

Palestine.

Applying a cooling system on a certain PV system could be feasible like the

one considered in this study as a study case, with a payback period of 4 years

the installing of cooling system can be considered feasible.

Because of the cell temperature in the concentrator technology could reaches

about 1000℃, the cooling is not an option, and the cells should be cooled to

prevent failure.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
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General Background:

Power is the most important word in the world over all centuries; people –

over all centuries – keep looking for new and continuous sources of power.

Sun is the sole source of energy (so of Power) in this planet, therefore we

must take advantage of this sole source well.

It is known that the non-renewable energy sources will not stand for a long

time, and the day of disappearing of these sources become closer; so

sustainability becomes the hot global issue in this century, which means the

ability to meet the needs of present generations without compromising the

ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Therefore the

exploitation of the renewable energy sources become a must.

In about 1954 Photovoltaic technology was born, and the first silicon

Photovoltaic (PV) cell was appeared; and generating electricity from sun

light was started; but from that day until now, the most important and

challenging topic is the efficiency of these PV cells.

Low efficiency of PV modules is the biggest problem in using these modules

to generate electricity from sun light this efficiency doesn’t exceeds 20% in

the best conditions [1]. But the biggest challenge here is to keep this

efficiency at its maximum or optimum value, as it depends on different

factors.

Actually, the actual efficiency of photovoltaic modules is often lower than

the predicted efficiency by standard test conditions (STC) or by standard

operating conditions (SOC), because these standard conditions is very hard

to be achieved in real applications.
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Importance of the study:

As mentioned above, keeping the efficiency of PV modules at its maximum

or optimum value is a big challenge, in other words, achieving the standard

conditions in real applications to get the predicted efficiency.

This study try to find out how to keep this performance as high as possible

by using cooling system to cool the PV modules, and whether using such

cooling system is economical feasible or not.

Objectives of the study

The objectives of this thesis are referred to the followings:

 The overall goal:

Improving the performance of the PV modules by using cooling system, and

determining the economic feasibility of this improvement when

applying this method on a study case.

1. Investigating the previous literatures about cooling of PV modules and

the effect of cooling on the overall efficiency.

2. Reducing the energy production cost by improving the overall

performance of the PV module, then less number of modules and area

needed for a certain capacity [1, 2, 3, 4].

3. Trying to define the best and most efficient cooling method which can

achieve the maximum possible improvement with the lowest cost [2,

3].
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Thesis Organization:

The following chapters summarize the work done in this thesis:

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 2: Literature review

Chapter 3: PV cells and temperature effect.

Chapter 4: Cooling effect.

Chapter 5: Conclusion and recommendations

Introduction:

The actual efficiency of photovoltaic modules is often lower than predicted

by standard test conditions (STC) or standard operating conditions (SOC).

The energy yield of photovoltaic (PV) modules depends on a large number

of factors.

The most important two factors are the amount of solar radiation energy that

strikes the plane of the PV modules, which in turn depends on the local climatic

conditions. These local conditions can be modified by the mounting approach,

e.g. fixed or tracking, inclination angle, building integration, etc. [1].

According to the solar radiation factor, improving the performance of PV

modules is based on increasing the intensity of the falling radiation on the

PV cells surface, which can be achieved - commonly- by using

concentrators, lens and/or tracking systems. The principle of these

techniques is to achieve the maximum solar intensity on the PV panel by

decreasing the incident angel. But the problem associated with these

techniques is the increase in PV cell temperature above the operating limit

which results in reducing the cell efficiency and probably leads to cell
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damage in case of overheating. So, the PV modules will be more efficient

when exposed to cooling process especially during hot weather [1].

The second important factor is the temperature of the PV module which in

turn depends on the ambient (air) temperature, the solar irradiance, the type

of mounting, and cooling by natural wind or by a cooling system.

It is known that, we couldn’t control the air temperature and the radiation

intensity ( actually – as discussed above- in installing PV systems we usually

try to get the maximum irradiance in order to increase the generated power.

This increases the cell or module temperature which decreases the

performance of the module). The mounting type of the modules sometimes

is strict and we cannot modify it as required because of the problems of space

fixed construction. Then the only way to decrease the temperature of the PV

modules is by cooling them by the natural air or by using a special cooling

system in order to maintain the minimum possible temperature (as close as

possible to the STC temperature (20 – 25) ˚C) at the maximum available 

radiation especially at peak sun hours [1,2].

Cooling of PV panels can be considered as the less expensive technique that

is used to improve the PV panel performance. There are different methods

for cooling the PV modules. First, good ventilation between modules by

mounting them in certain way. A second method is by cooling the back panel

of the PV module by water -or other working fluid- flowing in pipes. The

third method by cooling the front panel of the module by water. Each method

of these has its advantages and disadvantages, and they affect the

performance of the PV module in different ways and percentages [3].
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1. Previous Studies

Improving the PV performance by cooling, to minimize the effect of cell

temperature on the performance, has been discussed by numerous

publications. Several researches and studies have been conducted to study

this issue.

A paper published by S.Odeh, and M. Behnia discussed cooling of PV

modules using water [3], this study used a special technique for cooling the

PV modules by comprising water flowing on the upper surface of the PV

module. Multi crystal photovoltaic module of 60 W maximum power was

used, with different inclination angels (including the horizontal position).

The operating cell temperature was measured at constant radiation. The

water used for cooling is at ambient temperature which is always lower than

the cell operating temperature.

In this study Odeh and Behnia concluded that cooling the PV module by this

technique will decrease the cell operating temperature by about 26 C° at

radiation 1000 W/m2.

Other interesting result in this study, which is increasing the radiation

intensity on the cell. As they stated that the refraction of the solar beam in

water layer at the upper surface of the PV module will increase the incident

radiation on the cells. But they did not prove this result by any measurements

or resources.

Finally the study found that, cooling the PV module by using the technique

of flowing water on the upper surface will increase the system output in the

range of 4-10%. Part of this increase (50%) is due to cooling by direct contact
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between water and PV module surface; the other part is due to refraction of

the solar beam in water layer and the increase in incident radiation.

Another study conducted by H.G Teo, P.S Lee, and M.N.A. Hawlader

discussed cooling the PV cells by air [4]. Photovoltaic/thermal solar system

was designed and uniform airflow distribution was used to cool the PV cells.

They suggested to attach a parallel array of ducts with inlet/outlet manifold

for uniform distribution of airflow to the back of the PV panel.

The results were taken for both situations, with an active cooling and without

cooling. They found that the operating temperature of the PV module without

cooling can reach about 68 C° and the electrical efficiency dropped

significantly o about 8.6%. By using the attached cooling system, the

operating temperature of the module could be maintained at 38 °C, and the

electrical efficiency could also be kept at around 12.5%, which is higher than

using the module without cooling by about 3.9%. This increase in efficiency

cannot be ignored in solar systems, and it can make a remarkable difference

in the output of the system.

In this study, the air flow which is sufficient to absorb the maximum amount

of heat from the PV panel was calculated As if this flowrate is exceeded the

thermal and electrical energies are no longer affected.

Other study conducted by J.K. Tonui and Y. Tripanagnostopoulos, which

focused on the possibility of getting benefit from both electricity and heat

energy from a commercial PV module.

This study is focusing on exploiting the heat energy gained from the PV

module in several applications such as heating, cooling, and for several

industrial and agricultural processes.
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Two modifications were suggested to be done in this study, the first one is

inserting a thin metallic sheet (TMS) between the back side of the arranged

PV cells and the back side of PV module. The second modification is to use

Fins in the space between the back side of the arranged PV cells and the back

side of PV module. The idea of inserting these modifications is to increase

the heat transfer area (surface).

Then these two modifications are compared with the reference one which

has no modifications (commercial PV). For the two modifications two air

flow modes were used. The natural airflow and forced air flow.

As a result of this study, it was found that for forced convection, using Fins

is more efficient than TMS, as it yields an efficiency of 30% (rising in

temperature of the flowing air), then the TMS with 28%. Last one is the

typical (with no modifications) with 25%. (These efficiency values represent

the rising in temperature of the flowing air through the channel, and so

indicate the decreasing in cell temperature).

Of course using these systems will cool down the PV module, and this will

affect the performance of electrical production of PV. In the study the change

in electrical efficiency due to the modifications was calculated to be 4%

increment.

The result of this study appears that we can use both electrical and thermal

energy produced by the PV module, which results in increasing the overall

efficiency of PV systems.
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CHAPTER THREE

PV CELLS AND TEMPERATURE EFFECT
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3.1. Introduction

As known now, the PV technology is used widely around the world, and so

on in Palestine. So, it becomes important to study this technology to make it

more efficient and more reliable and trustable, and to improve its economic

feasibility.

One of several parameters affects the performance of the PV cells is the

temperature of the cell (operating temperature). It has a remarkable effect on

the output of the PV cell, so on the whole PV system.

In this chapter, temperature effect on PV performance will be discussed in

details to find the relation between the temperature of the cell and its

performance.

Real measurements in Palestine will be used to study this effect in real cases

under natural climate conditions in Palestine. After that a simulation

procedure by MATLAB program will be done to simulate the effect of

different operating temperatures on the cell performance.

The effect of temperature on different types of PV cells will be discussed.

3.2. Temperature Effect

3.2.1. Theory of temperature effect.

It is known that the temperature of the cell has a remarkable effect on the

performance of the cell. The question may appear is how does the

temperature affect the performance? How the temperature of the cell changes

due to ambient temperature and solar irradiance intensity? What is NOCT,
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Hv and Hi? This section will try to explain the theory behind the phenomena

of temperature effect.

3.2.2.

3.2.2.1 Nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT)

When operating in the field, PV modules typically operate at higher

temperatures. So, in order to determine the power output of the solar cell, it

is necessary to determine the expected operating temperature of the PV

module.

The Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT) is defined as the

temperature reached by open circuited cells in a module under the conditions

as listed below: [6]

1. Irradiance on cell surface = 800 W/m2

2. Air Temperature = 20°C

3. Wind Velocity = 1 m/s

4. Mounting = open back side

The nominal operating cell temperature provides a measure of how the PV

cell temperature (the surface temperature of the PV array) varies with the

ambient temperature and solar radiation.

Module design, including module materials and packing density, has a major

impact on the NOCT.
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NOCT differs from module to another depending on the manufacturer, and

manufacturing technology. But in general the typical value of NOCT is

between 45 – 48 C° [1].

This value is used to calculate the cell temperature, as it will be discussed

later.

3.2.2.2 Temperature coefficients for Power, Voltage and Current (HP,

HV and HI).

Each solar cell (or PV module) comes with unique temperature coefficients.

These coefficients are important to measure the change of voltage, current

and power of PV module due to temperature change.

Temperature coefficient of voltage (HV): measures the change in open

circuit voltage of PV module due to the change in temperature.

Typically, HV = - 3.7 * 10-3 mV/1 C°. [1]

Temperature coefficient of current (HI): measures the change in short

circuit current of PV module due to the change of its temperature.

Typically, HI = 6.4 * 10 -4 mA/1 C°. [1]

Temperature coefficient of power (Hp): measures the change in power due to

PV temperature change. This coefficient can be estimated using the temperature

coefficient of voltage HV, according to the following equation. [7]

H =
ୌ

ౣ ౦
(3.1)
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Where:

HV = the temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage [V/°C].

Vmp = the voltage at the maximum power point under standard test

conditions [V].

Usually the temperature coefficient of voltage is provided with data sheet of

the module from the manufacturer as it is the main (and first) affected

coefficient due to cell temperature.

3.2.2.3 How temperature affect solar cells

As known, the PV module output in the field differs from that at lab or at

STC due to some reasons, mainly due to the cell temperature. But why does

the cell temperature increases. And how does it affect the output and so the

performance of the PV module?

All semiconductor devices including solar cells are sensitive to temperature.

An increase in temperature reduces the band gap of a semiconductor, thereby

affecting most of the semiconductor material parameters. The decrease in the

band gap of a semiconductor with increasing temperature can be viewed as

increasing the energy of the electrons in the material. Lower energy is

therefore needed to break the bond.

In the bond model of a semiconductor band gap, reduction in the bond energy

also reduces the band gap. So increasing the temperature reduces the band

gap.
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In a solar cell, the most affected parameter by an increase in temperature is

the open-circuit voltage. The impact of increasing temperature on open

circuit voltage is shown in the figure 3.1.

1Figure (3.1): The effect of temperature on the IV characteristics of a solar cell.

In equation 3.15, I0 is the diode current and it is subtracted from the generated

current due to radiation, so higher diode current I0 means higher losses in

cell performance.

Also I0 is one of the parameters that affects the open circuit voltage, and the

open circuit voltage decreases as temperature increases, as it is obvious in

the following equation [1].

V୭ୡ�=
୩

୯
ln ౩୍ౙ

୍
(3.2)

The equation of IO is:

I୭ = qA
ୈ୬

మ

ీ
(3.3)
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Where:

q: electronic charge = 1.602 × 10-19.

A: is the area.

D: diffusivity of the minority carrier given for silicon.

ND: doping density.

ni: intrinsic carrier concentration.

In the above equation, many of the parameters have small temperature

dependence, but the most significant effect is due to the intrinsic carrier

concentration, ni. The intrinsic carrier concentration depends on the band gap

energy (lower band gaps give a higher intrinsic carrier concentration), and

on the energy which the carriers have (higher temperatures give higher

intrinsic carrier concentrations). The equation for the intrinsic carrier

concentration is illustrated hereafter [6]:

n୧
ଶ = 4ቀ

ଶ୩

୦మ
ቁ
ଷ

(mଶ ∗  m୦)ଷ/ଶexpቀ−
ృ

୩
ቁ

= B Tଷexpቀ−
ృ

୩
ቁ (3.4)

Where:

T: temperature.

h: Planck's constant = 6.62606957 × 10-34 joule·s ,

k: 1.3806488 × 10-23 joule/K.

me and mh: are the effective masses of electrons and holes respectively;

EGO: is the band gap linearly extrapolated to absolute zero.

B: is a constant which is essentially independent of temperature.
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By neglecting the dependence of the other parameters (others of ni) in eq. 4.3

on temperature, and by substituting eq. 3.4 in eq. 3.3:

I୭ = qA
ୈ

ీ
BTଷexpቀ−

ృ

୩
ቁ ≈ BᇱTᇱexpቀ−

ృ

୩
ቁ (3.5)

Where B' is a temperature independent constant. A constant, γ, is used 

instead of the number 3 to incorporate the possible temperature dependencies

of the other material parameters.

For silicon solar cells near room temperature, I0 approximately doubles for

every 10 °C increase in temperature. [6]

The impact of I0 in open circuit voltage can be calculated by substituting the

equation of I0 (eq. 3.5) in the equation of open circuit voltage (Eq. 3.2)

V୭ୡ =
kT

q
ln൬

Iୱୡ
I୭
൰=

kT

q
[lnIୱୡ− ln I୭]

=
୩

୯
lnIୱୡ−  

୩

୯
lnቂBᇱTஓexpቀ−

୯ృ

୩
ቁቃ

=
୩

୯
ቀlnIୱୡ−  lnBᇱ−  γlnT +  

୯ృ

୩
ቁ (3.6)

Assuming that dVoc/dT does not depend on dIsc/dT, dVoc/dT, Where EG0

= qVG0, so:

ୢౙ

ୢ
=

ౙି ృ


− γ 

୩

୯
(3.7)

The above equation shows that the temperature of solar cell depends on open

circuit voltage of the cell (typically open circuit voltage at STC).

Solving the equation for silicon gives, with EGO = 1.2 and γ = 3 [6].  
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dV୭ୡ
dT

= − 
Vୋ −  V୭ୡ+ γ 

kT
q

T

≈  −2.2 mV per ℃ for S୧Cell (3.8)

From the above, it is found that the reduction in open circuit voltage per C°

is 2.2 mV per C° per cell.

The value in equation 3.8 has minus sign, this means the open circuit voltage

decreases as temperature increases.

This value will be verified by simulation and experimental results later.

As open circuit voltage decreases with temperature increase, the short circuit

current ISC for Si increases slightly, about 0.0006 amp per C°. [6]. the effect

of temperature on the maximum power can be estimated by – (0.004 to

0.005) W per C°. [6].

These values are for single silicon solar cell, assuming that we have a PV

module with 50 cells, the reduction in open circuit voltage will be about 2.2

* 50 = 110 mV per C° for the module.

3.2.3 Radiation and solar cell temperature

In this section we will discuss how the solar radiation affects the cell

temperature and the relation between them. A real measured data (measured

at Jericho in Palestine) will be used to find the relation.
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3.2.3.1 The relation between the solar radiation and the cell

temperature.

Some of the sunlight doesn’t reach the earth, it is reflected back to the sky

before entering the atmospheric, and the other part reaches the earth to be the

source of all our energy.

Solar radiation, is the only energy input on the PV module, and this input

will strikes the module. Some of this radiation (sun light) will be absorbed

by the module which converted to electrical and heat, the rest of light will be

reflected. Table 3.1 shows the combinations of sunlight.

1Table 3.1: Sunlight combinations

Solar cells are made from silicon (most used), n-type and p-type

semiconductor material that use the visual light spectrum to generate

electricity. Solar radiation with wavelengths of 380 nm to 750 nm (violet to

red) strikes the material with enough energy to knock electrons from their

weak bonds and create an electric current.
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The unused wavelengths (ultraviolet & infrared) do not have enough energy

to activate the electrons and are absorbed as heat.

3.2.3.2 Heat Generation and Heat Losses in PV modules (solar cells)

Heat Generation

For typical commercial PV module operating at its maximum power point,

only 10% to 15% of the incident sunlight is converted to electricity, the

remaining percentage is converted to heat. So a PV module exposed to

sunlight generates heat as well as electricity.

There are some factors affect the generation of heat (heating the module):

 The absorption of infrared light (low energy) by solar cells.

 The electrical operation of cells (means the current flows through

shunt and series resistance).

 The reflection from the top surface.

 Absorption of sunlight by empty regions. There are the regions that

not covered by solar cell in the module As indicated in figure 3.2.

 The packing material of solar cells.

2Figure (3.2): Empty regions in PV module.

Empty

regions
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Heat Losses

Figure 3.3 shows the equilibrium of heat in PV module. This equilibrium

between the sunlight (heat generated in the PV module by the sunlight) and

heat losses from the PV module. Generally there are three mechanisms in

which heat can be lost from the PV module, convection, conduction, and

radiation.

3Figure (3.3): PV module heat equilibrium. [6
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Conductive losses:

The conductive losses is due to contact between the PV module and other

materials – including the surrounding air – this ability to transfer heat

depends on the thermal resistance and the configuration of the material used

to cover the solar cells, and of the material which is in contact with the

module.

q =


ୱ
× A (Tୱୡ−  Tୟ୫ ) (3.9)

Where:

q: heat transfer (W)

A: heat transfer area (m2)

KT: Thermal Conductivity of material (W/m℃)

S: material thickness (m)

U: k / s : Coefficient of Heat Transfer (W/m2K)

Tsc : solar cell temperature (C°)

Tam: ambient temperature (C°).

Convection losses:

Convection heat losses is due to air movement across the surface of the PV

module. It is given by the following equation:

q = hୡA (Tୱୡ−  Tୟ୫ ) (3.10)
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Where:

q: heat transferred per unit time (W)

A: heat transfer area of the surface (m2)

hc: convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2℃).

Tsc : solar cell temperature (℃)

Tam: ambient temperature (℃).

Radiation Losses:

The last technique of heat losses is the radiation, as PV module (like any

object) will emit radiation (heat) depending on its temperature. The heat

losses by radiation can be given in the following equation:

q =  εσ (Tୱୡ
ସ −  Tୟ୫

ସ ) A (3.11)

Where:

q: heat transferred per unit time (W)

A: area of the surface (m2)

σ: 5.6703 10-8 (W/m2K4) - The Stefan-Boltzmann Constant

ε = emissivity coefficient of the object

Tsc : solar cell temperature (C°)

Tam: ambient temperature (C°).

In PV module case, most losses occurred by convection and radiation so by

ignoring the conducting losses, the equilibrium state can be written as

following:
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4Figure (3.4): Energy balance for a PV module.

E୧୬ = E୭୳୲

α G =  ε୪ୟୱୱ�ɐ�൫��ୱୡ
ସ − Tୟ୫ ୠ

ସ ൯ �ɂୠୟୡ୩�ɐ�൫�ୱୡ
ସ − Tୟ୫ ୠ

ସ ൯

2(hୡ (Tୱୡ− Tୟ୫ ୠ)) + Electrical energy

(3.12)

Where:

α: Module absorptivity.  

G: Global irradiance on module.

:௦௦ߝ Glass emissivity.

:ߝ Back of module emissivity.

:ߪ Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

hc: convective heat transfer coefficient.

qradiation

qsun
qconvection

Tamb

qconvection
qradiation
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Practically, these losses can be considered as wanted losses. So the main idea

of cooling solutions is to maximize these heat losses as much as possible to

decrease the operating cell temperature.

3.2.3.3 Radiation Vs Cell Temperature

Cell temperature mostly depends on the solar radiation intensity and on the

ambient temperature. This relation will be discussed using real measured

data in Palestine for solar radiation, ambient temperature, and module

temperature.

Equation 3.13 describes the relation between solar radiation and ambient

temperature and cell temperature.

Tୡ = Tୟ୫ ୠ +
େିଶ

଼
G(t) (3.13)

Equation 3.14 can be used to determine approximately the cell temperature.

Tୡ = 0.0256 G(t) + Tୟ୫ ୠ (3.14)

Three measured data groups from an installed PV system in Jeftlek area will

be used, sample during summer and autumn, sample during winter and a

sample during spring, as illustrated in the following tables:

Table 3.2 shows the data measured of the PV system at Jeftlek area. (During

the sunny day in June).
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2Table 3.2: measured data in June.

Time
Solar radiation (G)

(W/m2)

Ambient
temperature

(Tamb)
℃

Module
temperature

(Tmod)
℃

5 0 24.5 23
6 0 24 23
7 50 25 26
8 190 27 32

8:30 300 31 36
9 390 32 42

9:30 500 32 49
10 620 36 50

10:30 700 35.5 52
11 800 36 55

11:30 900 37 59
12 950 36.5 57

12:30 980 37 57
13 1000 38 58

13:30 1050 39 62
14 1000 40 63

14:30 950 43.5 68
15 910 40 53

15:30 850 39 52
16 800 38.5 50
17 600 37 46
18 380 33 43
19 110 32 36
20 0 29 32

Figure 3.5, shows the curves generated from table 3.2.

First curve shows the irradiance behavior during the day, where we can say

that it was a clear sky day during all measurements procedure as the curve

change almost sinusoidal with respect to day hours.

The second curve shows the variation of ambient temperature.
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The last curve shows the module temperature, which is the most important

curve, as our focus here is on module (solar cell) temperature effect on the

output power from the module. From this curve we can see that the module

temperature can reach about 70℃ , which is so high for the module, with

respect to average NOCT for PV modules. This high temperature cause a

significant decrease in output voltage and power of the module.

From this figure, we can see how the temperature of the module changes as

ambient temperature and solar radiation changes. Also, it is clear that the

module temperature is almost less than (or equal) the ambient temperature

during night when there is no sun.

5Figure (3.5): The variation of PV module temperature during the day hours in a clear

sunny day in June with respect to solar radiation and ambient temperature.
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Table 3.3 shows the data measured of the PV system at Jeftlek area.

(During the sunny day in December).

3Table 3.3: measured data in December.

Time
Solar radiation(G)

(W/m2)

Ambient
temperature

(Tamb)
℃

Module
temperature

(Tmod)
℃

5 0 9.5 5
6 0 9.5 5
7 20 9 5
8 140 11 11

8:30 200 14 15
9 340 14.5 20

9:30 400 16.5 26
10 500 18.5 30

10:30 570 19 34
11 650 18 34

11:30 690 21 36
12 700 20.5 36

12:30 690 20.5 38
13 650 21 33

13:30 600 21 32
14 520 21.5 32

14:30 420 22 30
15 300 21 30

15:30 170 20.5 25
16 30 18.5 20
17 0 14 12
18 0 13.5 11
19 0 12.5 11
20 0 12 10

Figure 3.6, shows that the maximum module temperature is about 38 ℃

which is very close, and less than the average NOCT.
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6Figure (3.6): The variation of PV module temperature during the day hours in a clear

sunny day in December with respect to solar radiation and ambient temperature.

Table 3.4 and figure 3.7 shows the data measured of the PV system at Jeftlek
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4Table 3.4: measured data in March.

Time
Solar radiation

(G)
(W/m2)

Ambient temperature
(Tamb)

℃

Module temperature
(Tmod)

℃
5 0 16 14
6 0 15 13
7 100 15 14.5
8 280 19 20

8:30 400 20 25
9 550 24 29

9:30 650 24 34
10 700 28 41

10:30 800 27.5 43
11 850 28 45

11:30 880 29 50
12 900 30.5 51

12:30 870 32.5 54
13 700 29 45

13:30 800 30.5 52
14 750 31 52

14:30 650 30 49
15 550 30 45

15:30 400 30 42
16 220 29 39
17 30 25.5 27
18 0 21 20
19 0 20 15.5
20 0 19 15
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7Figure (3.7): The variation of PV module temperature during the day hours in a clear

sunny day in March with respect to solar radiation and ambient temperature.
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Taking the data measured in summer, and using the equation 3.14, we can

calculate the module temperature theoretically (Tmod.theory), table 3.5 shows

the results of this calculation.

5 Table 3.5: Measured and Calculated data in June.

Time
Solar radiation

(G)
(W/m2)

Module
temperatur

e (Tmod)
℃

Measured

Ambient
temperatur

e (Tamb)
℃

Module
temperatur

e
(Tmod.theory)

℃
Theoretically

5 0 23 24.5 24.5
6 0 23 24 24
7 50 26 25 26.28
8 190 32 27 31.864

8:30 300 36 31 38.68
9 390 42 32 41.984

9:30 500 49 32 44.8
10 620 50 36 51.872

10:3
700 52 35.5 53.42

11 800 55 36 56.48
11:3

900 59 37 60.04

12 950 57 36.5 60.82
12:3

980 57 37 62.088

13 1000 58 38 63.6
13:3

1050 62 39 65.88

14 1000 63 40 65.6
14:3

950 68 43.5 67.82

15 910 53 40 63.296
15:3

850 52 39 60.76

16 800 50 38.5 58.98
17 600 46 37 52.36
18 380 43 33 42.728
19 110 36 32 34.816
20 0 32 29 29
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8Figure (3.8): Calculated module temperature and solar radiation in June.

Figure 3.8 shows the irradiance (radiation intensity) and the module temperature. From

this, it is clear that the temperature of the module is highly depending on the irradiance.

As the irradiance increases, the sunlight falling on the surface of the module also

increases, so the energy input to the PV module increases. This makes the module

temperature increases. Figure 3.15 shows that the maximum module temperature reached

occurred between o’clock 13:30 and 15, and the maximum measured irradiance was at

o’clock 13:30.

Generally, there is a positive relation between the irradiance (solar radiation

intensity) and the temperature of the PV module.

Now if this relation is established again, but between the irradiance and the

measured module temperature, we can see that this fact (the equation 3.14)

is true and approved. Figure 3.9 shows the relation between the irradiance

and the measured module temperature (real measured data).
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9Figure (3.9): Measured module temperature and solar radiation in June.
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10Figure (3.10): Measured Vs Calculated module temperature in June.
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provided in the data sheet of any PV module from the manufacturer of that

module.

These coefficients are important and useful in calculating the changes in

voltage and current of the PV module as temperature increases. In other

words they are used to calculate the PV module output at each value of the

module temperature (cell temperature).

As mentioned before, the degradation in open circuit voltage for silicon cell

is about of -2.2 mV per ℃-cell.

Using theses coefficients and using a correlation equation for the voltage,

current and power of the PV module, the output of the module can be

calculated (accurately) at any cell temperature. To know how much power

will be generated from the module in any situation (temperature).

Some manufacturers provide these temperature coefficients (voltage, current

and power) as a percentage of the open circuit voltage, short circuit current

and power at STC (standard test conditions) values. So in average the open

circuit voltage temperature coefficient could be about -0.32 %/°C, which

means the voltage will decrease by about 2 mV for increasing of module

temperature by 1 °C.

3.2.4.1 PV module output without the effect of cell temperature.

Considering the STC value of Tc, then considering Tc = Tamb.

First, in this part the I-V curve will be generated (by simulation) at different

cell temperatures (at Tc = 25, 35, 45, 55, 65℃ ). The equations from 3.15 to
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3.17 will be used to generate the I-V curve using MATLAB program. The

curves are as bellow:

i = I୮୦ −  I ൬e
౬శ౩
౩౬౪ − 1 ൰−  

୴ା୧ୖ ౩

ୖ౩
(3.15)

Rୱି ୫ ୟ୶ =
ౙି  ౌౌ

୍ ౌౌ
(3.16)

v୲ =
ଵ.ଶହ୩

୯
(3.17)

Where:

Iph: Current generated by the incident light [A]

I0: Diode saturation current [A]

Rsh: Cell parallel (shunt) resistance [ohm]

Rs: Cell series resistance [ohm]

ns: Number of PV Cells connected in series

vt: Diode thermal voltage(=akT/q)[V]

a: Diode quality(ideality) factor

k: Boltzmann's constant (1.381×10-23) [J/K]

q: Charge of the electron (1.602×10-19) [C]

T: Kelvin Temperature at standard test condition [K]

Secondly, the output of the module at STC will be discussed and simulated

along the year, taking into consideration that the value of the cell temperature

at STC is 25℃ .

Then the output of the module will be discussed and simulated along the year

considering that the temperature of the module is always equal to the ambient
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temperature (ignoring the effect of module construction and the solar

radiation).

11Figure (3.11): I-V curve of a 250 W Hanwha module, at cell temperature equal to 25,

35,45,55,65℃.
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The simulation will be based on a 250W PV module, manufactured by

Hanwha Company. The specification and characteristics of this module are

shown in the module datasheet in Appendix A.

The following equations will be used to estimate the cell temperature, open

circuit voltage and the short circuit current:

1. Cell temperature: [1]

Tୡ = Tୟ୫ ୠ +
େିଶ

଼
G(t) (3.13)

2. Open circuit voltage: [1]

V୭ୡ୲= V୭ୡ౩౪ౙ(1 + h୴(Tୡ− 25)) (3.18)

3. Short circuit current: [1]

Iୱୡ୲= Iୱୡ౩౪ౙ(1 + h୧(Tୡ− 25)) (3.19)

In order to show the effect of cell temperature on the output of a PV

module, the output of this PV module at different temperatures should be

found (measured or calculated) during a certain period. In our case we will

discuss the output of this module during a year.

Output at Tc = 25 ℃ :

The curves below (figure 3.12) show the calculated parameters (Voc , Isc,

output power) of the module at a constant cell temperature of 25 ℃ during

all the year. (Excepting the no-sun hours)
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12

Figure (3.12): PV module Output at constant Tc = 25℃. 

From figure 3.12 we can notice that the output power of the module can reach

its peak output, 250 W, during the peak sun radiation. The maximum value

of the output power during the year was found to be about 254 W, which is

bit more than the peak power.

The figure also shows the open circuit voltage. It seems to be fixed, but,

actually it is not. This is due to the long interval used to plot the curve. Figure

3.13 shows the open circuit voltage between the hours 5000 and 5500:
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13Figure (3.13): Open circuit voltage between hours 5000 and 5500.

From the figure, it can be observed that the voltage is zero at night hours.

Other point about the value of open circuit voltage is it doesn’t jump to

highest value instantly at the sun rise, but it increases logarithmically with

radiation (from 0 to about 165 W/m2) [1]. Where it reaches its maximum

value and remain constant. Figure 3.13 shows the value of open circuit

voltage for 30 hours, Calculated by simulation – MATLAB.

14Figure (3.13): Open circuit voltage of PV module during 30 hours.
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Using simulation, the output energy of the PV module can be calculated

during the year. As discussed hereafter:

The summation of the output energy during the 8760 hours of simulation is

equal to 478 kWh.

This energy amount is very close to the expected amount from this module

using the peak-sun-hours (PSH) equation. Which is as follows:

Energy per day = peak power of module (Plant) * PSH (3.17)

As the amount, in average, of the peak sun hours in Palestine equal to 5.4

hours [1], the energy expected from the module per day will be 1.35

kWh/day, which corresponds to about 492.7 kWh/year.

Peak sun hours means the yearly average of sunshine hours per day. Where

the solar radiation is constant at the value: 1000 W/m2.

The energy generated from this module at STC cell temperature can be

considered as the highest possible energy that can be generated from the

module, in other words a perfect situation which is of course unachievable.

Output at Tc = Tamb:

The curves below (figure 3.14) show the calculated parameters (Voc, Isc,

output power) of the module, considering the cell temperature is always

equal to the ambient temperature at the measuring time.

Regarding the open circuit voltage, again, it is not constant, it has a constant

maximum (saturation) value depending on the operating conditions of the

cell (module), but generally it doesn’t change with solar radiation after

saturation.
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The short circuit current changes linearly with solar radiation. Figure 3.15

shows the short circuit current changing through 24 hours of the simulation

(through hours 4005 and 4029 of the year).

15Figure (3.14): PV Module Output considering Tc = Tamb.

16Figure (3.15): PV module short current for 24 hours.
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From figure 3.14 and using MATLAB, the maximum value of the output

power during the year is about 238 W.

From figure 3.15, we can notice that the short circuit current starts increasing

at sunrise until it reaches its maximum at the highest solar radiation, then

decreases to zero after sunset.

The summation of the output energy during the 8760 hours of simulation

(one year) (the night hours are excepted) is equal to 445 kWh. Since this

value represent the summation of the output at each hour, which means that

the energy generated by this module during the year is about 445 kWh/year.

This value is less than the energy expected from this module when using the

PSH equation (equation 3.17) which is equal to 492.7 kWh/year.

The maximum cell temperature (ambient) is 38℃ , and the voltage at this

cell temperature is equal to 35.7 V, which is less than the voltage at 25℃

(37.2 V) by 1.5 V. This decrement is due to the increase in cell temperature

from 25 to 38℃ .

From this part of simulation (at Tc = 25 ℃ and Tc = Tamb) it is founded that

the output from the PV module is close to the expected output (by PSH

equation, and considering the peak power), anyway, this scenario or situation

may be the perfect situation as the PV module generates the highest possible

energy at the best conditions (regarding to cell temperature). But this

situation or conditions can’t be achieved in the field without applying

modifications or some cooling techniques to keep the cell temperature at the

required point.
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3.2.4.2 Output Power at NOCT

In this part the simulation will calculate the output power of the PV module

at the nominal operating cell temperature NOCT which is equal to 46.5℃

according to the manufacturer data sheet.

Figure 3.16 shows the simulation output:

17Figure (3.16): PV module Output considering Tc = NOCT.

The open circuit voltage is constant (during the day) and equal to 34.8 V, it

is constant because the simulation considers the cell temperature constant

during the year which equals to 46.5℃. (Of course the voltage during night

is zero).

The maximum output of the module is equal 182.6 W, which is less than the

peak power of the module (250 W).

The summation of the output energy during the 8760 hours of simulation

(one year) is about 344.2 kWh. So the energy generated from this module
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during the year could be about 344 kWh/year, which is much less than the

energy generated at STC or by PSH calculation.

Comparing the results of the two simulations (Tc = 25 (or Tamb) and Tc

=NOCT) the difference is about 134 (or 100) kWh per year, which means

operating the module at its NOCT will cause more than 100 kWh losses per

year.

3.2.4.3 Output at operating cell temperature (Tc)

In this part the simulation will consider the real estimated cell temperature

in the calculations (Tc) which is calculated using equation 3.13. Figure 3.17

shows the simulation result.

18Figure (3.17): PV module output considering Tc.
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From the curves above and the simulation results, the maximum cell

temperature could reach 69℃, and the open circuit voltage at this cell

temperature is 32.2 V, this represents about 5 volt decrease in the voltage.

The maximum power is about 173.6 W, which is less than the peak power

and less than the maximum power at NOCT.

The summation of the output energy during the 8760 hours of simulation

(one year) is about 331.4 Kwh. So the energy generated from this module

during the year could be about 331 kWh/year, which is considerably less

than the energy generated at STC or by PSH calculation, also less than the

energy generated at NOCT.

3.2.5 Module temperature and efficiency

Figure 3.18 shows the relation between module efficiency and module

temperature, this figure is generated by performing the simulation of the

module for the whole year several times at several module temperature. (For

each iteration, different module temperature was considered)

From the figure, the maximum efficiency can be reached is about 15.5% at

module temperature 25℃, and the minimum effieciency reached is about

11.4% at module temperature about 70℃. So it is clear that the temperature

rising may decrease the efficiency of the module by about 4%.
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19Figure (3.18): Electrical efficiency as a function of PV module temperature.

3.3 Temperature effect on different types of PV cells.

3.1.1. Temperature effect on thin-films cells

As mentioned before, there are different materials (semiconductor materials)

used to make thin-film cells, so the temperature effect may differ from

material to another, but as they all from semiconductors there will be no big

difference.

The most common type of thin-films cells is the cells made from a-Si

(amorphous silicon). Figure 3.19 shows the relation between open circuit

voltage and the cell temperature for an amorphous cell.

Figures (3.20) and (3.21) show the changes in short circuit current and

efficiency by temperature changes.

20Figure (3.19): Open circuit voltage against cell temperature for a-Si triple-junction [8].
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From the figure above, the open circuit voltage decreases with increasing

temperature as the behavior of silicon photovoltaic cells.

21Figure (3.20): Short-circuit current against temperature for a-Si triple-junction [8].

The figure above shows that there is a little increase in short circuit current

with increasing temperature, as a result of voltage decrease.

22Figure (3.21): Conversion efficiency against temperature for a-Si triple-junction [8].

In general, the efficiency of thin-film cells decreases with temperature

increase. This relation is similar to the case of polycrystalline and

monocrystalline silicon cells.
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3.3.2 Concentrators

The word refers to concentrated solar cells, in other words applying more

than one sun (2 suns or more) on the module by concentrating the sunlight

on the module by special concentrators (usually parabolic shape), or by

focusing large area of sun light on solar cell or module by special optical

device.

The using of concentrator technology is growing rapidly. This technique may

increase the efficiency of the solar cell up to about 40% by focusing solar

radiation. Moreover it has other advantages as:

 Require less installing area and photovoltaic material to capture the

same solar radiation and generate same energy.

 High efficiencies (up to 40%) for direct solar radiation.

 Low energy payback time.

On the other side there are some disadvantages or weaknesses for using the

solar concentrator:

 The cell temperature rise to very high temperature, so it needs

continues cooling.

 It doesn’t work with diffused radiation, and needs always very

accurate tracking system.

 It can’t be easily installed in small areas such as rooftops as it needs

wide areas.

There are two methods or techniques of concentrating depending on

concentration ratio. The Low concentration photovoltaic (LCPV) and High

concentration photovoltaic (HCPV). Both require cooling to prevent the
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failure of the solar cell due to high temperature. Table 4.6 shows the typical

concentration ratios for each type.

6Table 3.6: Concentration ratio of CPV. [9]

Figure 3.22 shows the growing of using concentrator PV along the past14

years.

23Figure (3.22): yearly installed concentrators. [9]

From the figure above, the capacity installed increased rapidly until 2012

where the highest installed capacity was achieved, then the installed capacity

decreased as no new companies investing in this industry and there are small

companies growing rapidly in this industry. [9].

There are different technologies or devices used to focus the sun light. The

most common technologies are as discussed below:

Class of CPV Typical concentration ratio

High Concentration PV (HCPV) 300-1000

Low Concentration PV (LCPV) < 100
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 Fresnel Lens:

It consists of several sections of lenses with different angles to focus

the light in a point or line. It provides less weight and less thickness

in comparison with standard lens. It can be constructed in two shapes:

o In a shape of a circle to provide a point focus with concentration ratios

of around 500

o In cylindrical shape to provide line focus with lower concentration

ratios.

 Parabolic Mirrors:

All incoming parallel sun light (radiation) is reflected by the collector (the

first mirror) through a focal point to a second mirror. Then, the second

mirror, which is much smaller than the first mirror, reflects the light beams

to the middle of the first parabolic mirror where the solar cell is located as it

is shown in figure 3.23.

24Figure (3.23): Parabolic Mirror
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The main advantage of this configuration is that it doesn’t use any optical

lenses, and it can reach to concentration ratio of 500.

The cell temperature could reach more than 1000℃, at concentration ratio of

about 500 [10], which is very high, so the cell should be cooled. Either by

using an active cooling system which can cool the cells to about 100℃ [11],

or by passive cooling using metal plates as a heat sink, In this method, the

area of the heat sink increases linearly as a function of the concentration

ratio, and it could cool the cell to about 40℃ [10].

 Reflectors:

In reflectors, mirrors are used to concentrate the sunlight onto the solar

cell. It is used for low concentration ratio.

 Luminescent Concentrators:

A luminescent film is used to refract the sun light to the solar cell. It is a

promising technology (under research). It doesn’t require any optical

lenses. Also, it doesn’t require cooling. The film could be constructed so

the wavelengths that cannot be converted to electric would just pass

through. Hence, unwanted wavelengths would be removed.

Concentrating the solar radiation on a small area of solar cell, will cause

a huge increase in cell temperature. It could reach more than 1000℃ where

this may destroy the cell, so cooling is required to prevent the failure of

the cell.

The cooling in concentrators is not an optional choice to increase the

efficiency of the cells, but it is a mandatory option to protect the cell from

broken.
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3.4 summery

Temperature has a remarkable effect on the characteristics of the PV cell by

affecting the characteristics of the silicon material itself. So, the rising in cell

temperature directly affect the electric generation of the PV cell. As

discussed in this chapter, the output of a PV module changes as a result of

changes in its temperature and its efficiency may drop by about 4% once its

temperature reaches about 70℃.

This temperature effect is magnified by using concentrator technology, and

the temperature of the cell in these applications could reach more than 300℃.

So the cooling of such system is a compulsory option to prevent PV cell

failure.
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CHAPTER FOUR

COOLING EFFECT
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4.1. Introduction

The temperature has a remarkable effect on the performance (output power)

of the PV panels as discussed in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the

cooling methods and techniques will be discussed, exploring how each

method works and affects the solar cells.

After that, this chapter will focus on the effect of cooling on the performance

of the PV cell, to estimate the amount of improvement in the performance

which can be achieved by keeping the cell temperature at a certain operating

temperature, and how much power can be saved by cooling?

Finally, a case study will be considered to study the effect of cooling on

applicable systems, and the economic feasibility of applying a cooling

system on the PV panels in such systems.

4.2. Cooling methods

4.2.1. Passive cooling

They are called passive systems because they don’t need energy to operate.

There are no moving parts or flowing fluids used in the cooling process,

instead a special solid material used as a heat sink to cool the PV modules

by conducting. So, no power or energy needed to cool the modules.

Usually ceramic is used in passive cooling, because it has high thermal

conductivity, and can work as an electrical insulator.

Another form of passive cooling is to exploit the natural flowing of air. This

can be achieved by distributing the modules in such way that can take

advantage from the circulation of air between the modules. This idea may be
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applied in all systems – even those have a special cooling system- as it costs

nothing and it depend on the wind speed in the site and on the distributing of

the modules.

4.2.2. Active cooling

In active cooling, a special chosen cooling system is installed on the

modules. To push air or water, on the back side or on the front panel of the

module. Active cooling may use some energy from the PV system output or

from other source.

Because there are a lot of configurations or modifications that can be

installed on the PV modules to cool them, and it is hard to study all of them

in this research, this chapter will focus on two configurations for cooling as

study cases. The first one is cooling by cooled air at back side of the module.

The second one is cooling by water at back side of the module.

4.3. Cooling effect on output power

In the previous chapter, the temperature effect on the output power of the PV

module is discussed, and it is verified that the temperature has a remarkable

effect on the output of the PV module. In this section, a cooling process will

be installed (by simulation) on the PV module that was used in the previous

analysis. This process is supposed to maintain the cell temperature at

constant temperature (we will use 30℃ as desired cell temperature), and then

the output will be compared with the output in normal case (without cooling,

from the simulation in the previous chapter).
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The efficiency difference between the two states (with and without cooling)

will be calculated to measure the effect of cooling on the overall output of

the PV panel.

Figure 4.1 shows the simulation results considering that the cell temperature

is maintained at 30℃ by a cooling process.

The first part of the figure shows the open circuit voltage, it is founded to be

almost constant (about 36.6 V) during the day. The second part shows the

short circuit current and how it changes with solar radiation.

The third part shows the output power. The maximum can reach about 255

W, which is very close to the peak power of 250 W of this module. This little

increase in maximum power occurred in very limited periods, and it is in the

power tolerance range provided in the datasheet of the manufacturer.

The fourth part of the figure shows the difference between the cell

temperature and the desired cell temperature (30℃). It shows the amount of

temperature needed to be cooled at every hour during the year.
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25Figure (4.1): PV module output considering Tc = 30℃. 

Figure 4.2 shows the output power clearly with scaling at some hours during

the year to show how the power changes during the day and goes to zero in

night hours.
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26Figure (4.2): Output Power, scaling between hours of 5000 and 5500.

Now, the energy output generated during the year is calculated from the

simulation and it is about 480 kWh/year which is more than the energy

generated from the module without cooling which is about 331 kWh/year as

in the previous chapter.

Calculating the efficiency of the module depending on the energy, with and

without cooling can be done using the following equations:

η =  
୭୳୲୮୳୲ ୬ୣ ୰ୣ୷

୧୬୮୳୲ ୬ୣ ୰ୣ୷
× 100% (4.1)

Input energy = ܧ × A୫ (4.2)
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Where:

ߟ : Efficiency.

Eann: solar radiation (annual average = 5.4 kWh/m2-day, or measured

radiation at each hour)

Am: PV module area.

As the annual input and output energy are used to calculate the efficiency,

the value of the calculated efficiency will represent the annual efficiency (the

daily efficiencies could be more or less).

The input energy can be calculated using the equation 4.2, which uses the

annual solar radiation (in Palestine) and the area of the module, or it can be

calculated by the simulation program.

Using the annual solar radiation:

Input energy = 5.4 (kWh/m2-day) * 1.49142 (m2) * 365 (day) = 2939.6

kWh/year. (Input energy to the 250W module).

Using the simulation:

Input energy = the summation of the output power at all hours of the year =

2986.3 kWh/year. Which is very close to the input using the annual solar

radiation.

Note that the programmed simulation software uses the same equation (4.2)

but instead of using the annual solar radiation it uses the measured solar

radiation at each hour during the year, so the simulation is done for 8670

hours.
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Efficiency without cooling:

From the simulation result for the module at operating cell temperature (the

normal operating status) - see section 4.2.3.3- the expected annual output

energy from the module is about 331 kWh/year.

η =   
331 kWh/year

2939.6 kWh/year
× 100% ≈  11.26 %

Efficiency with cooling (Tc = 30℃):

From the simulation done for Tc = 30℃, the expected annual output energy

is about 480 kWh/year

η =   
480 kWh/year

2939.6 kWh/year
× 100% ≈  16.3 %

So, cooling the module and maintaining its temperature at 30℃ increases the

efficiency by about 5%, in other words, cooling the module will save about

130 kWh/year.

In addition to saving output energy, this increase in efficiency will save space

required for the same output energy. This means reduction in the area of the

PV system required to produce the same energy. For this module, the area

required to produce the 331 kWh/year is about 1.49142 m2 (as mentioned in

the manufacturer datasheet), but if a cooling system installed in the module

to maintain its temperature at 30℃, the area required to produce the same

amount of energy (331 kWh/year) will be about 1.1 m2. So cooling will save
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also about 0.4 m2 per module. (The area is roughly calculated by reversing

the simulation).

4.4. Study case: HVAC system powered by cooled PV system.

In this section, a case study will consider the effect of cooling on a real

(simulated) system. The case here is to power HVAC system at certain

capacity by a PV system, and cool this PV system through special line comes

from the same HVAC system.

After the PV system is designed, and the required PV capacity is known (the

capacity required to power the HVAC system without cooling the PV

modules). Then a simulation program will be executed to simulate the

cooling process and expecting how this cooling will affect the performance

of the system (PV)? And how much will be saved?

Let’s suppose that, the space wanted to be air-conditioned needs about 1 ton

refrigeration, which is equivalent to about 3.52 kW. 1 ton refrigeration split

unit supposed to be used, the input power required to run this unit can be

calculated using the required coefficient of performance of the system, or

simply be choosing a common split unit conditioner in Palestine market

which could be from “Midea” company. The chosen model is with capacity

of 3.52 kW. Its datasheet can be found in appendix B.

4.4.1. The PV system with and without cooling

Now, the designing of the PV system done as following:
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From the split unit datasheet, the required input is 1760 W (at full capacity),

suppose that the air conditioner will work for 8 hours per day, so the required

energy is: 14080 Wh/day.

PV Peak load capacity =
Energy per day

Peak sun hours (PSH)per day
[5] (4.3)

The peak sun hours in Palestine is about 5.4 hours [5].

PV peak load =
14080

5.4
= 2607 W

We need a PV system with capacity of about 2607 W ≈ 2.6 kW

By selecting the same PV module which all the simulations in this research

are based on, the 250 W Hanwha module, the number of required panels is:

Number of modules (panels) =
୭୲ୟ୪ୡୟ୮ୟୡ୧୲୷

୦ୣ୳୲୮୳୲୭ଵ୫ ୭ୢ୳୪ୣ
=

ଶ

ଶହ
= 10.4

So, we need about 11 modules, 250 W each.

Note that the designing of full PV system (with batteries, inverter, regulator

and charger) will not be discussed in this research, as it is studying the effect

of cooling on the output from the PV modules, so all we need to now here is

the number of modules in the system which is founded to be 11 modules.

The energy needed per year by the air conditioner is about 5.14 MWh/year.

And the expected energy output from the PV system is about 5.4 MWh/year,

which seems to be more than enough to run the air conditioner, but the

simulation results (which simulate the real situation) say something else.

Figure 4.3 shows the simulation results for this PV system during 1 year. By

considering the efficiency of the inverter, regulator and charger is about

0.95% [1].
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27Figure (4.3): The output of PV system contain 11 modules without cooling.

Because the drop in voltage with cell temperature increases, the simulation

expect that the maximum power can be produced from the system is about

2083 W, and the total produced energy by the PV system will be about 4

MWh/year, which is less by about 1 MWh/year from the expected output

from the PV system. Note that, this does not mean that the system will not

be able to run the air conditioner, but the total energy produced during the

year will not be enough to run the air conditioner 8 hours per day.

Now, by installing a cooling system to cool the PV modules (to maintain the

modules temperature at about 30℃ ), the output power will be as in shown

in figure 4.4. By considering the efficiency of the inverter, regulator and

charger is about 0.95% [1].
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28Figure (4.4): The output of PV system contain 11 modules with cooling to Tc = 30℃. 

The maximum output power is about 2732 W, and the total produced energy

during the year is about 5 MWh/year, which is almost the same as the

required energy to run the air conditioner 8 hours per day for 1 year.

This means, if the PV system without cooling is used, an extra 1 MWh/year

will be needed. This extra amount can be compensated from the grid (if the

system is ON-Grid system), or by adding extra modules to the system. But

if a cooled PV system is used, no extra energy will be needed.

It is found that, by simulation, 4 modules must be added to the system to

compensate the lost in output due to cell temperature increase.

4.4.2. Cost analysis

We can say that there are three options to compensate the lost energy, the

first one is the grid, second one is adding 4 modules and the third one is

cooling the existing PV system.
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From Grid:

Compensating the needed energy from the grid will cost as following:

(considering that the system is ON-Grid system).

The price of 1 kWh in local town (in Palestine) is about 0.6 NIS [12].

We need an extra 1 MWh/year, this will cost: 1000 × 0.6 = 600 NIS/year.

This choice will cost about 600 NIS yearly.

Adding 4 modules:

Adding four modules will add an extra investment cost to the system, with

yearly maintenance cost.

The cost of 4 modules, 250 W each is about 5200 NIS (this cost is based on

the market prices in Palestine).

Yearly maintenance cost: 4 modules, each 250 W, means 1 kW system, the

maintenance cost of 1 kW is about = 13 $/kW/year (48 NIS/kW/year) as a

thumb rule. (This cost include cleaning PV modules, checking connections

and other periodic tasks).

Cooling the PV system:

First the cooled space must be calculated to know how much refrigeration

capacity is needed:

11 modules, each has area 1.49142 m2, total area is 11 * 1.49142 = 16.4 m2.

An air duct added to the back side of the module, to act as an air channel

flow. As described in figure 4.5:
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29Figure (4.5): Cooling duct configuration.

From the figure, the area of the duct is the same as the area of the module,

and the height is 10 cm (0.1 m), the space inside the air duct and the back

side of the module is the space wanted to be cooled, and it is about 0.149142

m3 for each module.

Since the cooled space behind each module is 0.149142 m3, the total cooled

area is 16.4 m2 and the volume is 1.64 m3. This space needs about 0.04 ton

refrigeration. This is very small refrigeration capacity compared to the total

refrigeration capacity we have (1 ton), so practically adding this small space

to the cooled space (room) will not affect the efficiency or operation of the

air conditioner. As a result, we can use the same air conditioner to cool the

PV modules without affecting the cooling of the room. And a temperature

controller should be used to control the temperature in the air flow channel.

The cost of the insulated duct installed at the back side of the module is about

2000 NIS. Note that the estimation of the cost based on the prices in the local

market. (As we got some prices from some HVAC companies).

10 cm

PV panel

Air

ducAir flow channel

Tmod (Tcell)

Tcon-air Insulation material
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Now, the cost of installing a cooling system on the 11 modules is about 2000

NIS, with some maintenance cost.

The maintenance cost couldn’t be estimated as we couldn’t get any prices

for maintenance procedure from the local companies, but we can suppose

that, the maintenance cost for the cooling system is same as the maintenance

cost for the extra modules in adding modules option.

Some valves and other accessories needed to be added to complete the

system and their cost is about 400 NIS. (Based on local market).

The total cost of the cooling system is about 2400 NIS.

Comparing the three options, adding modules is the most expensive option.

Connecting to grid could be the cheapest option for short periods, as the cost

for this option is annually. Simply and directly, the payback period for

installing a cooling system – comparing to connecting to grid- is about 4

years, it is calculated by dividing the cost of cooling system on the annual

cost of connecting to grid. ቀ
ଶସ


= 4ቁ.

Finally, a payback period of 4 years considered to be feasible in economic

studies. And we can say that applying a cooling system on such PV systems

could be a feasible option.

4.5. Summary

Cooling the PV modules saves some energy, and enhance the performance

of the modules. It may be economically feasible in some cases.

There are different methods and techniques that can be used for cooling PV

modules. Choosing one of the methods depends on many parameters. But
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there are some ideas of cooling which have no cost and can affect the

performance of PV such as distributing the modules in a layout to make

benefit from air circulation.

Installing a cooling system on a PV system used to supply an air conditioner

may return its cost by 4 years, which is not long period considering that the

normal payback period for any PV system is from 4 to 7 years.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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5.1. Conclusion

In this study, the temperature effect on the PV cells was discussed and a

simulation to measure this effect was performed. A simulation was also

performed to measure how cooling PV modules could be effective and

feasible. The MATLAB program was used to accomplish the simulation.

The temperature affects the internal characteristics of the silicon material, as

all semiconductor materials are sensitive to temperature change. Increasing

temperature reduces the band gap of the semiconductor. This leads to

decrease the bond energy. These changes directly affect the open circuit

voltage of the cell.

Increasing the solar radiation intensity on the PV cell will increase the short

circuit current, but it also increases the cell temperature. The relation

between solar radiation and PV cell temperature was verified based on real

measurements done at an installed system in Jericho.

2.2 mV per℃-cell is the decrement in open circuit voltage for silicon, and

using the simulation, about 5% losses in the total efficiency of a PV module

was measured, from about 16.3% at cell temperature of 25℃ to about 11.2%

at 70℃. And 5 volt decrement in the voltage was measured.

In concentrator technology, high cell temperature could be reached. It may

reach to about 1000℃ (without cooling). So the concentrated cells should be

cooled to protect them from high temperature.

Cooling PV modules could save about 5% of the total yearly efficiency,

measured based on the yearly output from the PV module that cooled to 30℃
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cell temperature. Cooling could also decrease the required installation area

for a certain capacity.

Finally, cooling the PV modules could be effective and feasible if it is

applied on large plants. But in these days, cooling PV is used with

concentrators not with flat PV modules, which is still under researching and

studying as a lab idea.

5.2. Recommendations

Considering the measurements and results of this study, the following points

are recommended for future work:

 Applying a cooling system on a real PV system and experimentally

measuring the effect of cooling on it.

 Studying the possibility to apply cooling on large scale (MW) plants,

which can save space and power.

 Applying the Co-generation principle by employing the heat

generated from the PV modules to other applications especially for

concentrated solar cells.

 Study the possibility to use special passive coolants, which can

convert heat to other forms of energy.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Hanwha solar Panel data sheet.
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Appendix B: Midea Air conditioner data sheet.
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  ملخص

��ŕǽƜʵƅ§�Ƌʚƍ�řœŕſؗ �ƑƆŷ�ȍʨʴƆƈ�ȈȞ̫ Ǽ�ŕ̔ ƆhŬ�ʛŝʕś�ř̔ʶʺ̫ ƅ§�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�©±§ʛţ�řŠ± �̄Á§�ÀʨƆŸ̋ ƅ§�ʧƈ

��řʁ ʺ̫ ƅ§�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�ř̋ ʤƊ§�ʙȄʛ śh�ȐÃʙŠ�ª ŕhŝ§�¿Ãŕɹ śÃ�ʛ ŝ̔ōɦƅ§�§ʚƍ�³ ŕ̔Ɓ�ƑƆŷ�řŬ§±ʙƅ§�Ƌʚƍ�ʜؗ ʛśÃ

���řƆŰ ʨ ƅ̋§�ƌhŮ�©̄ŕ̋ ƅ§�ʟ œŕy Ŧ�Ɠž�ª §ʛ ż̔ɦ ƅ§�ʠ ŸǼ�ʖ ʰʁ ǽ�ř̔ʶʺ̫ ƅ§�ř̔ Ɔɻ ƅ§�©±§ʛţ�řŠ± �̄¹ ŕſś±§

ʛœ§ʙƅ§�ʙƎŠ�Ȉ©�عاد Ɔ̔Ƃś�Ƒƅ§�ȑ ʕ̄Ɣ�ŕ̋ƈ��ř̔ʶʺ̫ ƅ§�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�Ŷʽ̒ʸ ś�Ɠž�Àʙɻ ʱʁ ś�Ɠ ƅɦ§��ÁʨȞ̔ Ɔ̔ʶƅ§�©

��ŕƎɦœŕſؗ �Ã�©ʙƅʨ ƅ̋§�©±ʙƂƅ§�Ȉ Ɔ̔Ƃś�řr ʽɦ ƅ̒ŕȃÃ��ř̔ Ɔɻ ƅ§�ƋʚƎƅ�řţʨ ſɦ̋ ƅ§

�ř̔ Ɔɻ ƅ§�©±§ʛţ�Á§�ʙŠÃ��ʧ ʢ̔ʶƆž�Ɠž�ʖ ؗ ʛƈ�ř̔ʶ Ů̋�ŕǽƜŦ�ÀŕʤƊ�ƑƆŷ�ŕƎŬŕ̔Ɓ�ʦś�ª §¡§ʛƁ�¿ƜŦ�ʧƈ

�Ƒƅ§�ŕhȄʛƂś�Ȉʸ ś�ʙƁ70ƈ�řŠ±¯�řŠ± �̄ʧƈ�ƑƆŷ§�ř̋ Ƃ̔ƅ§�ƋʚƍÃ��ř̔ Ÿ̔ ʢhƅ§�Ȉ ż̫̔ ƅɦ§�¼Ãʛʣ�Ɠž��řȄʨʯ

��ř̔Ŭŕ̔Ƃƅ§�Ȉ ż̫̔ ƅɦ§�¼Ãʛʣ�ʗ ʴś�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�©±§ʛţSTC�Ɠƅ§ʨţ�Á§ʙƂž�Ƒƅ§�§ʚƍ�ȑ ʕ̄Ɣ�Ã��ª §ʛƈ�« Ɯ ŗ̡��

5��řȄʨʳƅ§�¼Ãʛʤƅ§�ʝ ſƊ�ʗ ʴś�řh ؗ ʛ ƅ̋§�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�řœŕſؗ �ʧƈ��

ƛŕǼ��řƆƈŕؗ�ř̒Ŭ�©ʙ̋ ƅ�ʧ ʢ̔ʶƆž�Ɠž�ř̔ʶ Ů̋�ŕǽƜŦ�řţʨƅ�Ȉ ŷ̋�©ŕƄŕɹ ƈ�¼ʙƎŗ�ª ŕŠ± �̄ƑƆŷ�̄ ŕ̋ ŷɦ

�ª ŕŠ± �̄ʙ̒ŷ�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�©¡ŕſؗ �Ɠž�ª §ʛ ż̔ɦ ƅ§�řŬ§±ʙƅ�©ŕƄŕɹ ƈ�şƈŕƊʛŗ�ʦ̔ʺy ś�ʦś����ʧ ʢ̔ʶƆž�Ɠž�©±§ʛʴƅ§

�ʙ̒ŷ�ŕƎś±§ʛţ�ʗ ʽh ś̡Ã�ř̔ʶʺ̫ ƅ§�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�ʙȄʛ śh�Á§��řſƆɦʵƈ�©±§ʛţ30�¶ ŕſɻ Ɗ§�Ŷʻ̋ ǽ�¼ʨŬ�řȄʨʯƈ�řŠ±¯

±§ʙƂ̋ Ǽ�ř̔ Ɔɻ Ɔƅ��řţʨ ſɦ̋ ƅ§�©ʛœ§ʙƅ§�ʙƎŠV4��ƑƆŷ�ȍŕſɹ Ɔƅ�ȑ ʕ̄Ɣ�Ã��4ƈ���řȄʨʻʁ ƅ§�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�řœŕſؗ �ʧ

��ŕƍʙȄʛ śh�ÁÃ̄ �ŕǽƜʵƅ§�Ȉ ż̫̔ ś�ʙ̒ŷ�ŕƎƊ§ʙƂž�ʦɦ Ŭ̔�Ɠ ƅɦ§��ŕhȄʛƂś



ج

�ƑƆŷ�Șʽhʢ ƅɦ§�§ʚƍ�©ŕƄŕɹ Ǽ̋��ȑ ʙr ƈ�ÁʨȞǽ�ʙƁ�ř̔ʶʺ̫ ƅ§�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�ƑƆŷ�ʙȄʛ śh�ÀŕʤƊ�Șʽhʢś�Á§�ʙŠÃ�ʙƂƅ

��¿ŕ̋ƅ§�³ £±�̄ §̄ʛ Ŭɦ§�©ʛ Ɓɦ�Á§�ʘ ţ̔��µ ŕŦ�ÀŕʤƊPayback period 4) هي �Ã�ŕhȄʛƂś�ª §ʨ Ŭ̒

ž�Ƌʚƍ�ʛʰɦŸś��řƅʨ Ƃhƈ�©ʛʱ

��ř̔ʶʺ̫ ƅ§�ª §ʜؗ ʛ ƅ̋§�ÀŕʤƊ�Ɠž�ŕƈ§solar concentrators�Ƒƅ§�Ȉʸ ś�ʙƁ�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�©±§ʛţ�řŠ± �̄ÁŐž��

�Ɠƅ§ʨţ1000ƍ�ŕǽƜʵƅ§�Ƌʚƍ�ʙȄʛ śh�Áŕž�§ʚƅ�řȄʨʯƈ�řŠ±¯ŕǽƜʵƅ§�Ȇ Ɔś�Ŷʻ̋ ƅ�Ɠƈ§ʜƅ§�±ŕ̔Ŧ�ʨ


